Dislocations In Cubic Crystals Described By Discrete Models
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ABSTRACT

Discrete equations of motion for dislocations in cubic crystals including dissipation and
fluctuations are derived. These models have the standard linear anisotropic elasticity as
their continuum limit and their main ingredients are the elastic stiffness constants of the
material and a dimensionless periodic function that restores the translation invariance
of the crystal and influences the dislocation size. Static and moving dislocations are
identified with wave solutions of the model.

1. Introduction
Understanding mechanical, optical and electronic properties of materials requires a
better understanding of the relation between defects and observed macroscopic behavior.
The atomic scale can be resolved by ab initio or molecular dynamics simulations, which
are very costly at the present time. Thus, it is interesting to have systematic models of
defect motion in crystals that can be solved cheaply, are compatible with elasticity and
yield useful information about the defect cores and their mobility.
In a previous paper, we have proposed a discrete model of dislocations and their
motion in cubic crystals with a one atom basis [1]. Let us consider a simple cubic crystal.
Firstly, we discretize space along the primitive vectors defining the unit cell of the crystal
x ≡ (x, y, z) = (l, m, n)a, in which a is the length of the primitive cubic cell, and l, m
and n are integer numbers. Secondly, we replace the gradient of the displacement vector
ũi (x, y, z, t) = a ui(l, m, n; t) (ui(l, m, n; t) is a nondimensional vector) in the strain energy
density by an appropriate periodic function of the discrete gradient, g(Dj+ ui ): We shall
define the discrete distortion tensor as
(j)

wi = g(Dj+ ui ),
D1± ui (l, m, n; t) = ± [ui (l ± 1, m, n; t) − ui (l, m, n; t)],

(1)
(2)

etc., where g(x) is a periodic function of period one satisfying g(x) ∼ x as x → 0. The
strain energy density for the discrete model is obtained by substituting the strain tensor
in the usual strain energy density:
1
W = cijkl eij ekl ,
2
cijkl = C12 δij δkl +

(3)
C11 − C12
(δik δjl + δil δjk )
2

!

δik δjl + δil δjk
− δ1i δ1j δ1k δ1l − δ2i δ2j δ2k δ2l − δ3i δ3j δ3k δ3l ,
+H
2
H = 2C44 + C12 − C11 ,
g(Dj+ ui ) + g(Di+ uj )
1 (j)
(i)
eij = (wi + wj ) =
2
2

(4)
(5)
(6)

(sum over repeated indices is assumed), where cijkl are the elastic constants of the crystal.
Summing over all lattice sites, we obtain the potential energy of the crystal:
V ({ui}) = a3

X

W (l, m, n; t),

(7)

l,m,n

in which we have considered the strain energy deensity to be a function of the point
W (u) = W (l, m, n; t), (l, m, n) = (x, y, z)/a. Next, we find the equations of motion by
the usual methods of classical mechanics. For conservative dynamics:
ρa4 üi (l, m, n; t) = −

1 ∂V ({uk })
,
a ∂ui (l, m, n; t)

(8)

or, equivalently [1],
ρa2 üi =

X

Dj− [cijkl g ′(Dj+ ui) g(Dl+ uk )].

(9)

j,k,l

Here üi ≡ ∂ 2 ui /∂t2 and the displacement vector is dimensionless, so that both sides of Eq.
(9) have units of force per unit area. Let us now restore dimensional units to Equation
(9), so that ũi (x, y, z) = a ui (x/a, y/a, z/a), then let a → 0, use Eq. (9) and that g(x) ∼ x
as x → 0. Then we obtain the usual Cauchy equations of linear elasticity:
X ∂
∂ 2 ũi
ρ 2 =
∂t
j,k,l ∂xj

cijkl

!

∂ ũk
,
∂xl

(10)

provided the components of the distortion tensor are very small. Far from the core of
a defect, the discrete gradient approaches the continuous one. Then, provided the slope
g ′ (0) is one in the appropriate units, the spatially discrete equations of motion become
those of the anisotropic elasticity. The periodic function g(x) ensures that sliding a plane
of atoms an integer number of times the lattice distance a parallel to a primitive direction
does not change the potential energy of the crystal.
Once the discrete model is specified, different dislocation configurations can be selected
by requiring that their far field should adopt the well-known form of continuous elasticity
[1,2]. Static dislocations move when the applied force surpasses a critical threshold. The
magnitude of this threshold is controlled by the size of the regions where g ′ becomes
negative: it decreases as their size increase. This information allows to fit g for particular
materials. A possible choice is:
g(x) =

(

|x| < 21 − α,
(1−2α)(1−2x)
, 21 −
4α

x,

α<x<

1
2

+ α,

(11)

which is periodically extended outside the interval (α − 1/2, α + 1/2) for a given α ∈
(0, 1/2). To select α, we calculate numerically the Peierls stress needed to move a given
dislocation as a function of α and fit it to data from experiments or molecular dynamics
calculations.

In all cases, the procedure to obtain numerically the dislocation from the discrete
model is the same. We first solve the stationary equations of elasticity with appropriate singular source terms to obtain the dimensional displacement vector ũ(x, y, z) =
(ũ1 (x, y, z), ũ2 (x, y, z), ũ3(x, y, z)) of the static dislocation under zero applied stress. This
displacement vector yields the far field of the corresponding dislocation for the discrete
model, which is the nondimensional displacement vector:
U(l, m, n) =

ũ ((l + δ1 )a, (m + δ2 )a, (n + δ3 )a)
.
a

(12)

Here 0 ≤ δi < 1, i = 1, 2, 3, are chosen so that the singularity at x = y = z = 0 does not
coincide with a lattice point. For a sc crystal, it is often convenient to select the center
of a unit cell, δi = 1/2. We use the nondimensional static displacement vector U(l, m, n)
defined by (12) in the boundary and initial conditions for the discrete equations of motion.
Take for example, a pure screw dislocation along the z axis with Burgers vector b =
(0, 0, b) has a displacement vector ũ = (0, 0, ũ3(x, y)) with ũ3 (x, y) = b (2π)−1 tan−1 (y/x)
[2]. The discrete equation for the z component of the nondimensional displacement
u3 (l, m; t) is:
ρa2 ü3 = C44 {D1− [g(D1+ u3 ) g ′(D1+ u3 )] + D2− [g(D2+ u3 ) g ′(D2+ u3 )]}.

(13)

To find the static solution of this equation corresponding to a screw dislocation, we
could minimize an energy functional. However, it is more efficient to solve the following
overdamped equation:
β u̇3 = C44 {D1− [g(D1+ u3 ) g ′ (D1+ u3 )] + D2− [g(D2+ u3 ) g ′(D2+ u3 )]}.

(14)

The stationary solutions of Eqs. (13) and (14) are the same, but the solutions of (14) relax
rapidly to the stationary solutions if we choose appropriately the damping coefficient β.
We solve Eq. (14) with initial condition u3(l, m; 0) = U3 (l, m) ≡ b (2πa)−1 tan−1 [(m +
1/2)/(l + 1/2)] (corresponding to δi = 1/2), and with boundary conditions u3 (l, m; t) =
U3 (l, m)+F m at the upper and lower boundaries of our lattice. At the lateral boundaries,
we use zero-flux Neumann boundary conditions. Here F is an applied dimensionless stress
(the dimensional stress is C44 F ). For small stresses, the solution of Eq. (14) relaxes to a
static screw dislocation u3 (l, m) with the desired far field. A static screw dislocation moves
if the applied shear stress surpasses the static Peierls stress, Fcs . A moving dislocation
continues doing so until the applied shear stress falls below a lower threshold Fcd (dynamic
Peierls stress); see [3] for a similar situation for edge dislocations. The numerical solution
shows that moving a dislocation requires that we should have g ′ (Dj+ u3 ) < 0 (with either
j = 1 or 2) at its core [3], which is harder to achieve as α decreases. A discusion of the
changes in the size of the dislocation core and the Peierls stress due to α can be found
in [1]. Using the same technique, stationary planar edge dislocations for an isotropic sc
material have been constructed and a variety of dipole and loops of edge dislocations have
been numerically found [1].
In this paper, we explain how to treat dissipative dynamics and the effect of fluctuations.

2. Dissipative equations of motion
Overdamped dynamics obtained by replacing the time differential of the displacement
vector instead of the inertial term in the equation of motion (9) is not too realistic.

Instead, we can add dissipation to the equations of motion by considering a quadratic
dissipative function with cubic symmetry. The resulting equations are:
ρa2 üi =

X

Dj− [(σij + Σij ) g ′(Dj+ ui )].

(15)

j

Here σij = cijkl ekl = cijkl g(Dl+ uk ) is the elastic part of the stress tensor, and
Σij = ηijkl ėkl ,


2
ηijkl = ζ − η δij δkl + η (δik δjl + δil δjk )
3
!
δik δjl + δil δjk
+ γ
− δ1i δ1j δ1k δ1l − δ2i δ2j δ2k δ2l − δ3i δ3j δ3k δ3l ,
2

(16)

(17)

is the viscous part. In the cubic case, the viscosity tensor ηiklm is determined by the three
scalar quantities ζ, η and γ. For isotropic sc crystals, C11 = λ + 2µ, C12 = λ, C44 = µ,
γ = 0. In the isotropic case and taking the continuum limit a → 0, Eqs. (15) to (17) yield
the viscous Navier’s equations for isotropic elasticity [4]:
∂ũ
η
∂ 2 ũ
+ ζ+
ρ 2 = µ ∆ũ + (λ + µ) ∇(∇ · ũ) + η ∆
∂t
∂t
3




!

∂ũ
∇ ∇·
.
∂t

(18)

3. Discrete model including dissipation and fluctuations
To consider dissipation and fluctuations of the stress tensor and of the heat flux in the
equation for the temperature we follow Onsager’s ideas as used in Fluctuating Hydrodynamics [5] and obtain the equations of motion:
ρa2 üi =

X

Dj− [(σij + Σij + sij ) g ′(Dj+ ui )],

(19)

j

hsij i = 0,

hsij (l, m, n; t)sab (l′ , m′ , n′ ; t′ )i = kB T
[with σij =

P

+
k,l cijkl g(Dl uk )

ρac Ṫ + a T

X

ηijab + ηabij
δll′ δmm′ δnn′ δ(t − t′ ),
a3

− αij (T − T0 ) ] for the displacement vector, and
αij g ′(Dj+ ui ) Dj+ u̇i = −

i,j

hξii = 0,

(20)

hξi(l, m, n; t)ξj (l′ , m′ , n′ ; t′ )i = kB T 2

X

Di− (Qi + ξi ),

(21)

i

κij + κji
δll′ δmm′ δnn′ δ(t − t′ ),
a3

(22)

for the local temperature T (l, m, n). In Eq. (21), c is the specific heat of the solid, and
the heat flux Qi is related to the discrete gradient of the temperature by the constitutive
P
relation Qi = − j κij Dj+ T /a, where κij is the thermal conductivity tensor. kB is the
Boltzmann constant and the temperature is measured in Kelvin. The correlations of
the fluctuating stress tensor and the fluctuating heat flux contain the viscosity tensor
and the thermal conductivity tensor, respectively. In crystals with cubic symmetry, the
elastic constants and the viscosity tensor are given by Eqs. (4) and (17), respectively. The
thermal conductivity and thermal expansion tensors are isotropic, κij = κδij , αij = αδij .
Note that the correlations of sij in (20) and of ξi in (22) are proportional to 1/a3 , which
becomes δ(x − x′ ) in the continuum limit as a → 0.

4. Extensions to fcc and bcc crystals
Let us explain how to extend our discrete models of dislocations to fcc or bcc crystal
symmetry, assuming that we have one atom per lattice site. For fcc or bcc crystals, the
primitive vectors of the unit cell are not orthogonal. To find a discrete model for these
crystals, we should start by writing the strain energy density in a non-orthogonal vector
basis, a1 , a2 , a3 , instead of the usual orthonormal vector basis e1 , e2 , e3 determined by
the cube sides. Let xi denote coordinates in the basis ei , and let x′i denote coordinates in
the basis ai . Notice that the xi have dimensions of length while the x′i are dimensionless.
The matrix T = (a1 , a2 , a3 ) whose columns are the coordinates of the new basis vectors
in terms of the old orthonormal basis can be used to change coordinates as follows:
x′i = Tij−1 xj , xi = Tij x′j .

(23)

Similarly, the displacement vectors in both basis are related by
u′i = Tij−1 ũj , ũi = Tij u′j ,

(24)

∂
∂
∂
∂
,
= Tji−1 ′ .
= Tji
′
∂xi
∂xj ∂xi
∂xj

(25)

and partial derivatives obey

Note that u′i and x′i are nondimensional while ũi and xi have dimensions of length. By
using these equations, the strain energy density W = (1/2)ciklm eik elm can be written as
W =

1
∂ ũi ∂ ũl
∂u′ ∂u′
1
= c′rspq ′r p′ ,
cijlm
2
∂xj ∂xm
2
∂xs ∂xq

(26)

where the new elastic constants are:
−1
c′rspq = cijlm Tir Tsj−1 Tlp Tqm
.

(27)

Notice that the elastic constants have the same dimensions in both the orthogonal and the
non-orthogonal basis. To obtain a discrete model, we shall consider that the dimensionless
displacement vector u′i depends on dimensionless coordinates x′i that are integer numbers
u′i = u′i(l, m, n; t). As in the simple cubic case, we replace the distortion tensor (gradient
of the displacement vector in the non-orthogonal basis) by a periodic function of the
(j)
corresponding forward difference, wi = g(Dj+ u′i). As in Eq. (11), g is a periodic function
with g ′(0) = 1 and period 1. The discretized strain energy density is
W (l, m, n; t) =

1 ′
crspq g(Ds+ u′r ) g(Dq+ u′p ).
2

(28)

The elastic constants c′rspq in (27) can be calculated in terms of the Voigt stiffness constants
for a cubic crystal, C11 , C44 and C12 , which determine the tensor of elastic constants (4).
The elastic energy can be obtained from Eq. (28) for W by means of Eqs. (7). Then the
conservative equations of motion (8) are
ρa3

∂ 2 u′i
∂V
= −Tiq−1 Tpq−1 ′ ,
2
∂t
∂up

which, together with Eqs. (7) and (28), yield
ρ

∂ 2 u′i
= Tiq−1 Tpq−1 Dj− [g ′ (Dj+ u′p ) c′pjrs g(Ds+ u′r )].
2
∂t

(29)

This equation becomes (9) for orthogonal coordinates, Tiq−1 = δiq /a.
To add dissipation and fluctuations to these equations, we need to replace c′pjrs g(Ds+ u′r )
′
′
′
by c′pjrsg(Ds+ u′r ) − αpj
(T − T0 ) + ηpjrs
g ′ (Ds+ u′r ) Ds+ u̇′r + s′pj , in which ηpjrs
is related to the
′
viscosity tensor (17) in the same way as cpjrs is related to cijlm by (27). The random
stress tensor s′pj has zero mean and correlation given by (20) with the modified viscosity
′
tensor ηijab
instead of the viscosity tensor (17). The heat conduction equations are
ξ′
∂u′
∂T
′ ′
+ T αij
g (Dj+ u′i ) Dj+ i = Di− κ′ij Dj+ T + i ,
ρc
∂t
∂t
a
′
hξi i = 0,
κ′ + κ′ji
hξi′ (l, m, n; t)ξj′ (l′ , m′ , n′ ; t′ )i = kB T 2 ij
δll′ δmm′ δnn′ δ(t − t′ ),
a

1
′
κ′pq = Tpi−1 Tqj−1 κij , αpq
=
Tip Tqj−1 + Tjp Tqi−1 αij .
2
!

(30)

(31)
(32)

Note that the both the original and the modified tensors αij and κij are symmetric.
Once we have derived the equations of motion, stationary dislocations can be calculated by first finding the corresponding solution to the equations of anisotropic elasticity
and using it to set up initial and boundary conditions for overdamped equations of motion.
For fcc and bcc crystals, screw and edge dislocations have been constructed in [1].

5. Conclusions
We have proposed discrete models describing defects in crystal structures whose continuum limit is the standard linear anisotropic elasticity, including fluctuations according
to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The main ingredients entering the models are the
elastic stiffness constants of the material and a dimensionless periodic function that restores the translation invariance of the crystal (and together with the elastic constants
determines the dislocation size). For simple cubic crystals, their equations of motion
with conservative or damped dynamics are derived. For fcc and bcc metals, the primitive
vectors along which the crystal is translationally invariant are not orthogonal. Similar
discrete models and equations of motion are found by writing the strain energy density
and the equations of motion in non-orthogonal coordinates. These models to investigate
dislocation motion and interaction in simple geometries.
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